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Abstra t

The Point-to-Point Tunneling Proto ol (PPTP) is used
to se ure PPP onne tions over TCP/IP links. In
this paper we analyze Mi rosoft's Windows NT implementation of PPTP. We show how to break both the
hallenge/response authenti ation proto ol (Mi rosoft
CHAP) and the RC4 en ryption proto ol (MPPE), as
well as how to atta k the ontrol hannel in Mi rosoft's
implementation. These atta ks do not ne essarily break
PPTP, but only Mi rosoft's implementation of the proto ol.
1 Introdu tion

Many organizations and institutions are not entralized.
Bran h oÆ es, virtual orporations, and traveling employees make the notion of running dedi ated network
onne tions to ea h lo ation logisti ally impossible. The
on ept of virtual networking provides a solution to this
problem by tunneling ojoined network spa e over other,
transitory and inse ure, networks (su h as the Internet),
thus enabling remote lo ations to appear to be lo al.
This is done without the expense in urred from running
leased lines or dedi ated abling to ea h lo ation, and is
sometimes alled a \tunnel."
While virtual networks solve the problem of deentralized ma hines, they reate a new problem. They
open up traÆ that was previously onsidered internal
to the ompany, to any prying eyes on the networks it
traverses. Authenti ation and en ryption are required
to keep this virtual network traÆ not only tamperproof
but private. The result, virtual networking onne tions
ombined with ryptographi prote tions, is a Virtual
Private Network (VPN).
The se urity of a VPN is based on the se urity of its
authenti ation and en ryption proto ols. If a VPN's

ryptography is weak, then its se urity is no better
than a non-private virtual network routed over the Internet. Sin e ompanies are relying upon VPNs to extend
trusted internal perimiters to remote oÆ es, breaking
the se urity around su h a tunnel is tantamount to defeating all of the se urity around the internal perimiter.
Breaking into a VPN is often the same as penetrating
the rewall.
The Point-to-Point Tunneling Proto ol (PPTP) was designed to solve this problem of reating and maintaining
a VPN over a publi TCP/IP network using the ommon
Point-to-Point Proto ol (PPP). Although the proto ol
leaves room for every type of en ryption and authenti ation imaginable, most ommer ial produ ts use the
Mi rosoft Windows NT version of the proto ol. This is
the implementation that we ryptanalyze in this paper.
We have found Mi rosoft's authenti ation proto ol to be
weak and easily sus eptible to a di tionary atta k; most
passwords an be re overed within hours. We have found
the en ryption{both 40-bit and 128-bit{to be equally
weak, and have dis overed a series of bad design de isions that make other atta ks against this en ryption
possible. We an open onne tions through a rewall
by abusing the PPTP negotiations, and an mount several serious denial-of-servi e atta ks on anyone who uses
Mi rosoft PPTP.
The remainder of this paper is divided into se tions as
follows: In Se tion 2 we des ribe PPTP, both the generi
proto ol and Mi rosoft's implementation. In Se tion 3,
we des ribe the two password hashing fun tions in Mirosoft PPTP and des ribe how to atta k them. In Se tion 4 we ryptanalyze Mi rosoft's authenti ation protool, and in Se tion 5 we ryptanalyze Mi rosoft's en ryption proto ol. We look at other atta ks against Mi rosoft
PPTP in Se tion 6. Finally, in Se tion 7 we attempt to
rea h some on lusions.
2 Point-to-Point Tunneling Proto ol

PPTP [HPV+97℄ is a proto ol that allows PPP onne tions [Sim94℄ to be tunneled through an IP network, reating a VPN. Thus, a remote ma hine on network X an
tunnel traÆ to a gateway ma hine on network Y and
appear to be sitting, with an internal IP address, on

network Y. The gateway ma hine re eives traÆ to this
internal IP address, and sends it ba k to the remote mahine on network X. There are two primary ways of using
PPTP, either dire tly over the Internet or through dial
up servi es. This paper fo uses on the use of PPTP as
a Virtual Private Network where the lient is dire tly
atta hed to the Internet.
PPTP works by en apsulating the virtual network pa kets inside of PPP pa kets, whi h are in turn en apsulated
in Generi Routing En apsulation (GRE) [HLFT94℄
pa kets sent over IP from the lient to the gateway PPTP
server and ba k again. In onjun tion with this en apsulated data hannel, there is a TCP-based ontrol session.
The ontrol session pa kets are used to query status and
to onvey signaling information between the lient and
the server. The ontrol hannel is initiated by the lient
to the server on TCP port 1723. In most ases this is
a bi-dire tional ommuni ation hannel where the lient
an send requests to the server and vi e-versa.
PPTP does not spe ify spe i algorithms for authenti ation and en ryption; instead it provides a framework for negotiating parti ular algorithms. This negotiation is not spe i to PPTP, and relies upon existing PPP option negotiations ontained within CCP,
CHAP, and other PPP extensions and enhan ements
[LS92, Mey96, Ran96, Sim96, BV98℄. Just as PPP
sessions have been able to netogiate ompression algorithms, they an negotiate authenti ation or en ryption
algorithms. Appendix A provides details of this negotiation pro ess.
2.1 Mi rosoft PPTP

Windows NT; some Windows 95 lients annot establish
en rypted sessions.1
3 Cryptanalysis of Windows NT Password Hash Fun tions

Mi rosoft Windows NT uses two one-way hash fun tions
to prote t passwords: the Lan Manager hash and the
Windows NT hash [ZC98℄. The Lan Manager hash fun tion was developed by Mi rosoft for IBM's OS2 operating system, and was integrated into Windows for Workgroups and optionally in Windows 3.1, and is used in
several additional pre-Windows NT authenti ation proto ols. The Windows NT hash was developed by Mirosoft spe i ally for Windows NT. The Lan Manager
hash is based on the DES en ryption algorithm [NBS77℄;
the Windows NT hash is based on MD4 one-way hash
fun tion [Riv91℄. Both of these hash fun tions are used
in many Windows NT authenti ation proto ols, not just
PPTP.
The Lan Manager hash is al ulated as follows:
1. Turn the password into a 14- hara ter string, either
by trun ating longer passwords or padding shorter
passwords with nulls.
2. Convert all lower ase hara ters to upper ase.
Numbers and non-alphanumeri s remain unaffe ted.
3. Split the 14-byte string into two seven-byte halves.
4. Using ea h seven-byte string as a DES key, en rypt
a xed onstant with ea h key, yielding two 8-byte
en rypted strings.

Mi rosoft PPTP [Mi 96a, Mi 96b℄ is part of Windows
NT Server, and an be downloaded free from the Mirosoft website [Kli98℄ and enabled using the Windows
Network Control Panel and the Registry Editor. This
implementation of PPTP is used extensively in ommerial VPN produ ts pre isely be ause it is already a part
of the Mi rosoft operating systems.
The Mi rosoft PPTP server an only be run under Windows NT, although lient software exists for Windows
NT, Windows some, and Windows 98. There are three
authenti ation options supported in the Mi rosoft implementations:

Di tionary atta ks are easy against the Lan Manager
hash for the following reasons [L97b℄:

1. Clear Password: The lient sends the server a password in the lear.

 There is no salt; two users with the same password

2. Hashed Password: The lient sends the server a
hash of the password, as des ribed in Se tion 3.
3. Challenge/Response: The lient and the server authenti ate using the MS-CHAP hallenge/response
proto ol, as des ribed in Se tion 4.
The third option is alled \Mi rosoft Authenti ation" in
the user do umentation, and must be enabled in order
for PPTP pa kets to be en rypted. With either of the
other two authenti ation options, no en ryption is possible. Additionally, en ryption (either 40-bit or 128-bit)
is only guaranteed to be possible if the lient is running

5. Con atenate the two strings together to reate a
single 16-byte hash value.

 Most people

[Kle90℄.

hoose easily guessable passwords

 All hara ters are onverted to upper ase, making

the number of possible passwords even smaller.

will always have the same hashed password. Thus,
it is possible to pre ompute a di tionary of hashed
passwords and ompare an unknown password

1 A ording to our experiments, some Windows 95 lients support Mi rosoft Authenti ation and some do not. We do not know
what the di eren e is, or how to guarantee that a parti ular Windows 95 system support Mi rosoft Authenti ation. If the proto ol
is not supported, the option is greyed out on the dialog box. This
restri tion is onsistent with Mi rosoft's laim that Windows 95
does not provide se urity, and that users who are interested in
se urity should upgrade to Windows NT. However, Mi rosoft has
laimed that Windows 95 lients annot perform the Windows
NT hash, and require the Lan Manager hash. As it turns out,
Windows 95 lients transmit both the Windows NT hash and
the Lan Manager hash. From our examination of the Windows
95 ode, there is no reason en ryption annot be enabled in all
Windows 95 lients.

against the di tionary. With this time/memory
trade-o , passwords an be tested as fast as disk
I/O allows.
 The two seven-byte \halves" of the password are

hashed independently. Thus, the two halves an
be brute-for ed independently, and the omplexity
of the atta k is at most the omplexity against a
seven-byte password. Passwords longer than seven
hara ters are no stronger than seven- hara ter
passwords. Additionally, passwords of seven hara ters or less an be immediately re ognized sin e
the se ond half of the hash is always the same onstant: en ryption of the xed onstant with seven
nulls as the key.

The Windows NT hash is al ulated as follows:
1. The password, up to 14 hara ters long and asesensitive, is onverted to Uni ode.2
2. The password is hashed using MD4, yielding a 16
byte hash value.
The Windows NT hash is an improvement over the
Lan Manager hash{ ase sensitivity, allowing passwords
longer than 14 hara ters, and hashing the entire password together instead of in small se tions{although there
are no provisions for salt. Thus, two people with the
same password will have the same Windows NT hashed
password; omparing a le of hashed password with a
pre omputed di tionary of hashed passwords is still a
very fruitful atta k.
Another, more serious, implementation problem makes
atta king the passwords even easier. Even though the
Lan Manager hash was in luded for ba kwards ompatibility, and is not required in Windows NT-only networks,
both hashes are always sent together.3 Therefor, it is
possible to brute-for e the password using the weaker
Lan Manager hash, and then test various lower- ase alternatives to nd the Windows NT hash.4
2 Mi rosoft do umentation laims that Windows NT passwords
an be up to 128 hara ters, and the Windows NT hash fun tion
a epts passwords of that length. However, the NT User Manager limits passwords to 14 hara ters or less [MB97℄. The MSCHAP do umentation referen es this limitation [ZC98℄, whi h is
also borne out by experimentation.
3 In fa t, sin e the only ba kwards ompatibility required for
Mi rost PPTP is Windows 95, there is no reasson to in lude it at
all.
4 A popular ha ker tool, L0pht ra k [L97a℄, automates the proess of re overing passwords from these hash values. On a Pentium Pro 200, L0pht ra k 2.0 an he k a 200-entry password le
against an 8 Megabyte di tionary of popular passwords in under
a minute. Testing the entire 26- hara ter alphabet spa e takes
26 hours, and the 36- hara ter alphanumeri spa e takes about
250 hours. Adding non-alphanumeri s signi antly in reases the
diÆ ulty of this sear h. Pre ompting the Lan Manager hash values of these passwords an in rease the speed of these atta ks by
several orders of magnitude.
In 1997, Mi rosoft attempted to modify Windows NT authentiation in response to L0pht ra k. They prevented the Lan Manager hash from being transmitted in a Windows NT-only environment. This pat h appeared on their web site, but was removed
when they dis overed during regression testing that many NT
proto ols broke. Despite laims from Mi rosoft, the Lan Manager hash is required for many NT-to-NT ommuni ations. Still,
Mi rosoft strongly re ommends disabling the Lan Manager hash
in instan es where this is possible [Mi 98℄.

4 Cryptanalysis of MS-CHAP

PPP has in it several methods for handling authentiation. One of these is the Challenge Handshake Authenti ation Proto ol (CHAP). Mi rosoft's PPP CHAP
implementation (MS-CHAP) [ZC98℄ is almost identi al
to the authenti ation method that it uses for lient authenti ation on its Windows-based networks.
MS-CHAP works as follows (see Appendix B for details):
1. Client requests a login hallenge.
2. Server sends ba k an eight-byte random hallenge.5
3. The lient al ulates the Lan Manager hash, and
adds ve nulls to reate a 21-byte string, and partitions the string into three seven-byte keys. Ea h
key is used to en rypt the hallenge, resulting in
a 24-byte en rypted value. This is returned to the
Server as a response. The lient does the same with
the Windows NT hash.
4. Server looks up the hash in its database, en rypts
the hallenge with the hash, and ompares it with
the en rypted hashes it re eived. If they mat h,
the authenti ation ompletes.
The server ould make the omparison on the Windows NT hash or the Lan Manager hash; the results would be the same. Whi h hash the server
uses depends on a parti ular ag in the pa ket. If
the ag bit is set, the server tests againts the Windows NT hash; if the ag bit is not set, the server
tests against the Lan Manager hash.
On the surfa e, the hallenge/response proto ol is standard; the use of a random login hallenge makes pre omputed di tionary atta ks impossible against MS-CHAP
as they are against the le of stored password hashes.
Still, be ause both the Lan Manager and Windows NT
hashes are transmitted even in a Windows NT-only environment, it is possible to atta k the weaker Lan Manager hash in every ase. And be ause the lient's reply is
divided into thirds, and ea h third is en rypted independently, it is possible to atta k the MS-CHAP proto ol
itself.
The last eight bytes of the Lan Manager hash is a onstant if the password is seven hara ters or less. This is
true despite the random hallenge. Therefore, the last
eight bytes of the Client's reply will be the hallenge enrypted with that onstant. It is easy to test whether
a given password is seven hara ters or less. After an
atta ker nds the Lan Manager hash, he an use that
information to re over the Windows NT hash.6
5 We did not investigate the pseudo-random number generator used to generate this hallenge nor its ryptographi strength
[KSWH98℄.
6 L0pht ra k 2.0 has automated this pro ess as well, and an
re over passwords after eavesdropping on a login session. Time
estimates are longer than for brute-for ing the password, although
large di tionary atta ks are still feasible. Mi rosoft's response
to L0pht ra k [Mi 97℄ was to remind system administrators to
prote t the le of password hashes; this parti ular atta k relies on
ommuni ations a ross the publi network, and does not require
a ess to the hashed password le.

This atta k an be sped up onsiderably through judiious use of pre omputation and arefully exploiting the
weaknesses of both the Lan Manager hash and the MSCHAP proto ol. Details of ths optimized atta k follow:
P0 through P13 are the bytes of the password.
H0
through H15 are the bytes of the Lan Manager hash,
whi h be omes a 21-byte key: K0 through K20 . S is the
xed onstant used in the Lan Manager hash. The hallenge is C and the 24-byte response is R0 through R23 .
An eavesdropper an learn C and R, and wants to nd
P.
1. Try all possible values of K14 ; K15 . The right value
an be re ognised when C en rypts to R16 , . . . , R23
under the key K14 ; K15 ; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0. This takes an
average of 215 operations.
2. Try likely values of P7 ; : : : ; P13 . Wrong values an
be qui kly disgarded by en rypting S under the
guess and he king if the last two bytes of the
iphertext equal K14 and K15 . (This will eliminate all but 1 in 216 of the wrong ones.) Ea h remaining guess of P7 ; : : : ; P13 yields a andidate for
K8 ; : : : ; K13 . To he k the andidate, try all possible values for K7 to see if there is any for whi h
C en rypts to R8 ; : : : ; R15 under the K8 ; : : : ; K13
andidate. If there is su h a K7 , then the guess for
P7 ; : : : ; P13 is almost
ertainly orre t. If not, try
another andidate for P7 ; : : : ; P13 . If there are N
likely values of P7 ; : : : ; P13 , this re overs the orre t
value with about N trial en ryptions.
Note that sin e there is no salt used in the proto ol, this atta k an be sped up onsiderably using a time/memory tradeo . With N pre omputed
trial en ryptions, re overing the orre t value of
16
P7 ; : : : ; P13 takes N=2
work.
3. On e P7 ; : : : ; P13 has been found, re overing values for P0 ; : : : ; P6 takes M trials, where M is the
number of likely values of P0 ; : : : ; P6 . Again, sin e
there is no salt, the atta k an be ompleted in
8
N=2 trials with M pre omputations.

(CCP) [Ran96, Pal96a℄ and is des ribed in Appendix C.
After these negotiations, the PPP session begins passing
payload pa kets of en rypted data. It is important to
note that only PPP pa kets whose proto ol numbers are
in the range 0x0021 to 0x00fa are en rypted. All other
pa kets are passed in the lear, even if the en ryption
option is enabled. RFC 1700 [RP94℄ lists the types of
pa kets that are and are not en rypted.7 There is no
authenti ation provided for any pa kets.
In MPPE, the 40-bit RC4 key is determined as follows:
1. Generate a deterministi 64-bit key from a Lan
Manager hash of the user's password (shared by
both the user and the host) using SHA [NIST93℄.
2. Set the high-order 24 bits of the key to 0xD1269E.
The 128-bit RC4 key is determined as follows:
1. Con atenate the Windows NT hash of the user's
password and a 64-bit random non e reated by the
host during the MS-CHAP proto ol. This non e
was sent to the lient during the proto ol, so is
known by both the lient and the server.
2. Generate a deterministi 128-bit key from the results of the previous step using SHA.
The resulting key is used to initialize RC4 in the usual
manner, and then to en rypt data bytes. After every
256 pa kets|MPPE maintains a \ oheren y ount" that
re ords the pa ket number|a new RC4 key is generated
using the following pro edure:
1. Generate a deterministi key|64 bits long for
40-bit en ryption and 128 bits long for 128-bit
en ryption|by hashing the previous key and the
original key with SHA.
2. If the required key is 40 bits, set the high-order 24
bits of the key to 0xD1269E.

Additionally, in this proto ol only the Client is authentiated. An atta ker who hija ks a onne tion an trivially
masquerade as the Server. If en ryption is enabled, the
atta ker will not be able to send and re eive messages
(unless he breaks the en ryption), but by reusing an old
hallange value he an obtain two sessions of iphertext
en rypted with the same key (see ata ks based on this
below).

A typi al PPTP pa ket is about 200 bytes long, in luding
header data.
In the event of syn hronization loss, RC4 is reinitialized
with the urrent key. There is also an option to update
the RC4 key after every pa ket; this option redu es the
eÆ ien y of en ryption by about half be ause of the time
required to exe ute the RC4 key s hedule.

5 Cryptanalysis of MPPE

5.2 Re overing the Key

5.1 Des ription of MPPE

In MPPE, the se urity of the key is no greater than the
se urity of the password. Most passwords have mu h less
than 40 bits of se urity and are sus eptible to di tionary
atta ks [Kle90℄. The Lan Manager hash is even more

Mi rosoft Point-to-Point En ryption (MPPE) proto ol
[PZ98℄ provides a methodology of en rypting PPTP
pa kets. It assumes the existen e of a se ret key shared
by both ends of the onne tion, and uses the RC4 stream
ipher [S h96℄ with either a 40-bit key or a 128-bit key.
The method for negotiating the use of MPPE is through
an option in the PPP Compression Control Proto ol

7 While MPPE will en rypt PPP pa kets ontaining IP, Novell IPX, Van Ja obsen Compressed/Un ompressed TCP/IP and
other pa kets within this range, many important PPP pa kets will
not be en rypted. Examples in lude LCP, PAP, CBCP, CHAP,
IPCP, among others.

vulnerable; be ause of the maximum sie, limited alphabet and la k of lower- ase hara ters, it is impossible to
generate a 128-bit key even if the user wanted to. The
MPPE do umentation in ludes a ag for al ulating the
40-bit RC4 key based on the Windows NT hash instead
of the Lan Manager hash, but this feature has not yet
been implemented. There are no provisions for al ulating the 128-bit RC4 key using the Windows NT hash,
even though this would be more se ure (but still mu h
less se ure than a random 128-bit key).
In either ase, the overall se urity of the en ryption is
not 40 bits or 128 bits, but the number of bits of entropy
in the password. Experimentally, English has about 1.3
bits of entropy per hara ter [CK78℄; ase variations,
numbers, and non-alphanumeri hara ters in rease that
value signi antly. Any atta k that tried a di tionary of
weak passwords would be able to read most en rypted
MPPE traÆ . Additionally, the stylized headers in the
PPP pa ket make it easy to olle t known plaintext and
test whether a parti ular key guess is orre t.
The 40-bit RC4 su ers from even more serious weaknesses. Be ause there is no salt, an atta ker an preompute a di tionary of iphertext PPP headers, and
then qui kly look-up a given iphertext in this di tionary. When looking for known plaintext lo ations inside the MPPE pa kets, an atta ker an take advantage of the abundan e of SMB and Netbios ommuni ations that o urs in standard Mi rosoft ommuni ations
[Hob97, MB97℄.
Moreover, the same 40-bit RC4 key is generated every
time the same user initializes the PPTP proto ol. Sin e
RC4 is an output-feedba k mode ipher, it is trivial to
break the en ryption from the iphertext from two sessions. This severe se urity weakness is mentioned in the
most re ent MPPE spe i ation [PZ98℄, although it is
missing from the previous version [Pal96b℄. No version
of the Mi rosoft do umentation mentions that the same
key is used in both the forward and ba kwards dire tion,
guaranteeing that the same keystream is used to en rypt
two di erent plaintexts.
The 128-bit RC4 uses a 64-bit non e in the key generation pro ess; this makes pre omputed di tionary atta ks impra ti al. Still, brute-for e against the password is mu h more eÆ ient than brute for e against the
keyspa e. The non e also means that two sessions using
the same password will have two di erent 128-bit RC4
keys, although the same key will be used to en rypt the
plaintext in both dire tions.
5.3 Bit Flipping Atta ks

RC4 is an output-feedba k mode stream ipher, and does
not provide any authenti ation of the iphertext stream.
Sin e there is no other authenti ation me hanism provided for in MPPE, an atta ker an undete tably ip
bits in the iphertext. If the underlying proto ol is sensitive to parti ular bit toggles{to enable or diable features,
turn on or o options, reset parameters{this atta k an
be very fruitful. Note that this atta k does not require
the atta ker to know the en ryption key or the lient's
password. Of ourse, higher-level proto ols might dete t
or prevent these sorts of atta ks.

5.4 Atta king Resyn hronization

If a pa ket is dropped in transit or arrives with an unexpe ted oheren y ount in the MPPE header, a resynhronization of keys takes pla e. The end that re ieved
the in onsistent pa ket sends a message to the sender requesting resyn hronization. Upon re eipt of this requst,
the sender end re-initializes the RC4 tables and sets the
\ ushed" bit in the MPPE header. When a system sees
the ushed bit set in a pa ket, it re-initializes its RC4
tables and sets the oheren y ount to the mat h the one
it just re ieved.
This reates the problem whereby an atta ker an either
spoof resyn hronization requests or forge MPPE pa kets
with in orre t oheren y ounts. If this is done ontinuously just prior to the 256th pa ket ex hange, where the
session key would normally be updated, an atta ker an
su eed in for ing the ommuni ations hannel to never
re-key.
This an be used to re over en rypted plaintext. All an
atta ker needs to do is to for e a resyn hronization. A
simple XOR of the original stream and the resyn hronized stream results in an XOR of the two plaintexts.
6 Other Atta ks Against MS-PPTP

Even though the atta ks that break the MS-CHAP and
MPPE proto ols ompletely negate the usefulness and
se urity of MS PPTP, there are several other interesting
atta ks worth mentioning.
6.1 Passive Monitoring

A tremendous amount of information an be gleaned
by just wat hing PPTP sessions traverse a ross the net.
This sort of information is invaluable for traÆ ananlysis
and should be prote ted. However, the server publi ly
announ es information su h as the maximum number of
hannels that it has available. This information an be
used to asses the approximate size of the PPTP server,
and to monitor its load. By querying repeatedly with
PPTP START SESSION REQUEST pa kets, an atta ker an
see when new onne tions are made and when existing
onne tions are losed. In su h a fashion the atta ker
an gain information about the system and its usage patterns without ne essarily being dire tly in a promis uous
lo ation.8
By setting up a standard sni er and eavesdropping on
publi ommuni ations, the following information was
re overed from Mi rosoft PPTP servers:
 Client Ma hine IP address.
 Server Ma hine IP address.
 Number of PPTP virtual tunnels the Server has

available.

 Client Ma hine RAS version.
8 We

have built automati programs that query Mi rosoft
PPTP servers on the Internet every few minutes, and have built
graphs showing usage over time.

 Client Ma hine Netbios name.
 Client Vendor Identi

ation.

 Server Vendor Identi

ation.

 Internal Virtual Tunnel IP address handed to the

lient.

 Internal DNS servers handed to the lient.
 Client Username.
 Enough information to retrieve the users password

hash.

 Enough information to retrieve the initialization

value used inside of MPPE.

 Current value of the en rypted pa ket for the

Client before RC4 is re-initialized.9

 Current value of the en rypted pa ket for the

Server before RC4 is re-initialized.

In any s enario where ommuni ations are en rypted and
the user assumes some level of on dentiality, the above
information should not be so easily obtainable. There is
no easy way for Mi rosoft PPTP to en rypt this information, sin e the leaks ome from outside the hannel
that MPPE ontrols. In some ases, these pa kets are
the on guration and setup for the stream ipher inside
of MPPE, and must be transmitted before en ryption
an begin. The only solution is to en rypt the ontrol
hannel, or severely redu e the information being sent
over it.
6.2 Spoo ng PPP Negotiations

The PPP negotiation pa kets o ur before and after the
en ryption an be applied. Sin e the method for resynhronization of keys is done via PPP CCP pa kets, these
ommuni ations an never be en rypted in the same
sleeve. Conjoined with this is the fa t that there is no
real authenti ation of the pa kets. This on guration
stage is thus entirely open to atta k.
Spoo ng the on guration pa ket ontaining the DNS
server ould be used to for e all name resolution to happen through a ompromised name server.
Similarly, spoo ng the on guration pa ket ontaining
the internal tunnel IP address ould be used to ir umvent stateful pa ket ltering rewalls by for ing the lient
to onne t to external ma hines from inside the private
network.
6.3 Control Channel and Server Denial of Servi e

In this paper, not a tremendous amount of attention
has been dire ted towards the ontrol hannel portion of
PPTP. Part of the reason is that it is not lear why this
9 This value an tell an atta ker when the RC4 key is reinitialized. By modifying this pa ket, an atta ker may be able
to prevent RC4 from being re-initialized.

hannel exists. Everything this out-of-band hannel a omplishes ould be done via PPP negotiations or inside
of unused portions of the GRE header.10
The other major stumbling blo k was Mi rosoft's a tual implementation of the Control Channel. We qui kly
found that it is trivial to make a Windows NT ma hine
running a PPTP server rash with kernel pani s of varying types, sometimes referred to as the dreaded Blue
S reen of Death (BSOD). In fa t, it be ame very difult to test the ontrol hannel without rashing the
PPTP server. So diÆ ult in fa t that most of the atta ks we attempted, in order to exploit theorized ontrol
hannel problems, rashed the server before the atta ks
ould omplete. The following is a small subse tion of
tests that rashed a Windows NT Server with Servi e
Pa k 3 installed:
 Cy ling through PPTP CLEAR CALL REQUEST pa k-

ets in an attempt to step through the 16-bit spa e
for all ID's.

 Iterating through all valid and non-valid values

that ould be held in the Pa ket Type eld inside
the PptpPa ketHeader.

 Sending invalid values in the PPTP Control Pa ket

headers.

All of the above pa kets an be sent to the PPTP
server from outside a rewall, without any authenti ation. This, of ourse, assumes that there is no rewall
on guration that only allows PPTP to the PPTP server
from parti ular IP addresses or networks. However, if the
users have the ability to a ess the PPTP server from
anywhere in the world, then an atta ker an send these
queries in from anywhere in the world too.
6.4 Potential Client Information Leaks

The Windows 95 lient does not properly sanitize its
bu ers, and information leaks in the proto ol messages.
Although the PPTP do umentation states that hara ters after the hostname and vendor string should be set
to the value of 0x00 in the PPTP START SESSION REQUEST
pa ket, Windows 95 does not do this.
80:
96:
112:
128:
144:
160:
176:
192:
208:

0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
02 1
0000
02 1
0000

80:
96:
112:
128:

6 6f
85 4
2e00
88ed
3978
0e00
3dad
041e

6361
03 1
0000
3a 1
00 0
0000
06 1
02 1

6 00
a d9
9 1b
2026
280e
121e
74ed
0e00

0000
3f 1
02 1
02 1
3d 1
02 1
3a 1
0000

3e1e
121e
0000
1049
9 1b
2e00
1 53
121e

02 1
02 1
0000
05 1
02 1
0000
05 1
02 1

0000
2e00
0000
0b00
041e
2e00
9 1b
2e00

..lo al...>.....
........?.......
................
....:. &...I....

10 Mi rosoft did not implement a full GRE implementation
[HLFT94℄.

144:
160:
176:
192:
208:

..9x..(.=.......
................
..=...t.:..S....
................
..

The above tra e displays the garbage hara ters that appear after the hostname and vendor string. The 82nd
through 86th byte ontains the hostname, whi h the
Windows 95 lient seems to always set to \lo al". The
113th byte is where the vendor string would be lo ated.
A tra e of a similar pa ket from a Mi rosoft NT PPTP
lient shows all of these garbage bytes set to nulls.
There is a distin t possibility for information leaks depending upon how and where these stru tures are being
allo ated from and what was happening internally on
the lient system. Further analysis of the Windows 95
ode is ne essary to determine the full extent of these
information leaks.
7 Con lusions

Mi rosoft's PPTP implementation is fragile from an implementation perspe tive, and seriously awed from a
proto ol perspe tive. The authenti ation proto ol has
known aws in it that have been pointed out not only
here, but by groups su h as the L0pht. The en ryption
is improperly deployed, and this implementation uses an
output-feedba k-mode stream ipher whereas a ipherblo k- haining-mode blo k ipher would have been more
appropriate. To tie the weak authenti ation together
with the poor en ryption, Mi rosoft makes the en ryption key a fun tion of the user password instead of using
a strong key-ex hange algorithm like DiÆe-Hellman or
EKE. Finally, the ontrol hannel is neither authentiated nor strongly prote ted.
We did not spend serious time looking at the lients
lo al IP forwarding me hanisms and how Mi rosoft attempted, or failed to take into a ount, the vulnerability that this, now dual-homed, lient presents. This, of
ourse, is a potential problem with any virtual private
network s heme, not just PPTP. We did, however, do ument problems with non-standard subnet masks and
internal tunnel IP traÆ being sent from the lo al network interfa e ard as opposed to from the PPTP server.
Implementors beware!
Finally, we wish to stress that our ryptanalysis does
not break the PPTP proto ol [HPV+97℄, but only Mirosoft's implementation of it. While Mi rosoft uses
their own extensions (MS-CHAP, MPPE, MPPC) inside
the PPP se tion of PPTP, the PPTP spe i ation does
not require this. Vendors may wish to in lude these Mirosoft extensions for ompatibility purposes, but are not
restri ted to their use and are en ouraged to implement
more se ure se urity extensions. Of ourse, any new extensions would have to be understood and implemented
on both the lient and server for orre t operation.
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A Mi rosoft PPTP Details

TCP port 1723 on the server listens for PPTP Control
Channel pa kets, whi h are sent before anything travels over the GRE tunnel. Through this me hanism, the
server is alerted to new onne tions that wish to begin
and existing onne tions that wish to be terminated.
A ondensed version of the ontrol hannel ommuni ations looks like the following:
1. Start Session ( lient to server)
2. Start Session Reply (server to lient)
3. Out Call Request ( lient to server)
4. Out Call Reply (server to lient)
5. Set link info (server to lient)
The rst pa ket sent from the lient to the server
(note that we have ex luded the standard TCP setup
pa kets and are examining only the pa kets dire tly
related to the PPTP Control hannel proto ol) is a
PPTP START SESSION REQUEST pa ket.
The server responds to the PPTP START SESSION REQUEST
pa ket with a PPTP START SESSION REPLY. This pa ket
ontains information about the server, and a result status for the previous request pa ket. In this pa ket there
are several items of interest. The NT server properly sanitizes the hostname and vendor string arrays. The result
states whether the START SESSION REQUEST pa ket was
a epted and if the lient may pro eed. The server also
announ es the maximum number of hannels that it has
available.
At this point the lient makes a PPTP OUT CALL REQUEST
to the server. The phone number and sub address arrays
are not lled in for onne tions dire tly over the Internet.
Pa ket pro essing delay information is in luded as is the
minimum and maximum onne tion speeds allowed.
After re eiving the PPTP OUT CALL REQUEST, the server
responds with a PPTP OUT CALL REPLY pa ket, onveying
to the lient the status of the pro essing of the request.
The nal ommuni ation that o urs in the ontrol hannel, before GRE pa kets are sent, is to set link info. We
do not know why this was in luded in the ontrol hannel, and not in the PPP Link Control Proto ol se tion.
The ontrol hannel stays open for the duration
of the lient to server onne tion.
Periodi ally,
PPTP ECHO REQUEST pa kets and PPTP ECHO REPLY pa kets are ex hanged to ensure that both sides are

still a tive. When the lient dis onne ts from the
server the ontrol hannel sends ba k and forth one
of the following pa kets: CALL DISCONNECT NOTIFY,
CLEAR CALL REQUEST, or STOP SESSION REQUEST, depending upon the situation.
In a full- edged onne tion the above ommuni ations
take pla e, followed by further ommuni ations and negotiation at the PPP layer.
After the PPTP Control Channel Set Link Info pa ket,
GRE (IP prototype 47) pa kets with PPP payloads
are transmitted. The rst part of the setup entails
PPP setting up negotiations for how subsequent pa kets will be treated through standard PPP Link Control
Proto ol (LCP) and Network Control Proto ol (NCP)
negotiations.11
B MS-CHAP Details

A typi al MS-CHAP proto ol ex hange looks like the
following inside of a PPP LCP pa ket. This is the initial
lient message:
0 21 01 00 00 13 03 05 2 23 80
[extra negotiation removed℄
0x 021
0x01
0x00
0x13
0x03
0x05
0x 223
0x80

-

LCP pa ket
Configure Request
ID 0
length 19 bytes
Authenti ation
CHAP option length 5 bytes
CHAP
MS-CHAP

As an be seen from the above, the LCP on guration
is identi al to standard CHAP ex ept for the hange in
algorithm type to 0x80 to represent MS-CHAP.
The a tual hallenge omes a ross in a reply pa ket from
the server:
2 23 01 00 00 0d 08 f 4f 0e 72 89 04 3b
0x 223
- CHAP pa ket
0x01
- hallenge
0x00
- ID 0
0x000d
- length 13 bytes
0x08
- value size of the hallenge
0x f4f0e7289043b0
- hallenge value

The Client response follows:
2 23 02 00 00 53 31 41 77 45 5b d1 d8
11 In our test environment, standard PPP LCP and NCP pa kets are ex hanged with the following negotiations being agreed
upon: Proto ol Field Compression is on, Address and Control
Field Compression is on, Call Ba k numbers are negotiated via
PPP Call Ba k Control Proto ol Pa kets and subsequently set to
empty values as we are onne ted over the internet, MS-CHAP
is used as the CHAP authenti ation, Mi rosoft Point to Point
Compression is not used, the tunnel IP address for the lient, the
DNS server for the lient, IP header ompression, and Mi rosoft
Point to Point en ryption using a 40-bit session key.

60
34
4a
14
61

68
7b
47
79
74

0x 223
0x02
0x00
0x0053

fd
8
7a
0f
6f

d3
9a
36
01
72

8e
31
a1
41

4d
19
8a
64

68
6
57
6d

aa
45
8e
69

24 6f 0 d6 95
57 78 77 a0 d0
76 6 36 78 a1
6e 69 73 74 72

-

CHAP
Response
ID
length 53 bytes [The as ii
string has been hanged to prote t
the inno ent℄
0x31
- Value length of hallenge response
0x4177455bd1d86068fdd38e4
d68aa246f0 d695347b8 9a31 - LANMAN response
0x196 45577877a0d04a477a3
6a18a578e76 63678a114790f - NT response
0x01
- use Windows NT ompatible hallenge
response flag
"Administrator"
- a ount name

The Mi rosoft PPP CHAP Extensions do ument des ribes the \use Windows NT ompatible hallenge response ag" as telling the end system to use the NT
response in preferen e to the LANMAN response. The
LANMAN response an be set to all 0's in this ase.
C MPPE Details

Mi rosoft Point-to-Point En ryption proto ol is negotiated inside the PPP Compression Control Proto ol as
type 18 (0x12).
If the least signi ant o tet in the option eld is 0x20,
then a 40 bit session key is being requested. Similarly,
0x40 requests a 128 bit session key.
A sample ex hange would appear as follows. The Client
sends the Server:
80 fd 01 05 00 0a 12 06 00 00 00 20
0x80fd
0x01
0x05
0x000a
0x12
0x06
0x00000020

-

Compression Control Proto ol
Configure Request
ID 5
Length 10
type 18 MPPE
Length 6
40 bit session key

The Server sends the Client:
80 fd 02 05 00 0a 12 06 00 00 00 20
0x80fd
0x02
0x05
0x000a
0x12
0x06
0x00000020

-

Compression Control Proto ol
Configure A knowledgement
ID 5
Length 10
Type 18 MPPE
Length 6
40 bit session key

At this point, the lient and server have su esfully
agreed upon MPPE 40 bit en ryption. If the lient

or server wished to refuse the CCP Con gure request
pa ket, a CCP Con gure Reje t pa ket would have been
sent instead of a Con gure A knowledgement.

